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Essential Identifications [New EKG]

T Wave Inversion Secondary Inversion      VS       Primary Inversion

Waveform Morphological type not 
easily identifiable

Morphological type not 
easily identifiable

ST-T
（time course）

ST segment > T segment 
(time course)

ST segment < T segment 
(time course)

ST wavelet Frequently Chaotic Standardized Sets

J-point Shifts Often Does not Shift

QRS Complex S wave ~ J wave 
(wave or notch appears)

I-R/R-J  Time History  
Standardized 



New EKG ST Wavelet Ratio Principle 

* Traditional EKG scans and records atrial and 
ventricular myoelectric signals. P and T waves 
are confirmed by mapping. 

* The new EKG scans and records ion and 
membrane potential signals in the atria and 
ventricles.  The ST segment wavelet is related to 
the membrane potential; the time course of the 
ST segment and the T segment is related to 
cellular conduction. 

* The traditional EKG shows a horizontal 
Equipotential line in the ST segment. It is a 
conjoined part of the depolarization and the 
repolarization; the positive and negative charges 
cancel each other out to form a parallel line, 
therefore, the waveform is convoluted.  Positive 
and negative action potentials can not be raised 
or lowered by balancing each other. 

* The ion and membrane potential are present. 
If the cardiomyocytes encounter obstacles during 
conduction, the first changes occur during time 
course (X axis).   Therefore, the data ratio of  ST 
segment and T segment of new EKG can reflect 
Cardiomyocyte disease, whereas the traditional 
EKG cannot measure. 

(3) ST segment:  these are overlapping images 
of positive and negative charges.  The 
middle/rear end of depolarization of the 
ventricular free wall and the repolarization of 
the apex of the ventricular septum coincide 
with one another.  The traditional ST segment 
theory is not supported here.  If primary T 
inversion takes place with Myocardial injury, 
this waveform segment will change on the 
time duration (X axis).  



Discovery of New Clinical Applications



* The ratio of the data changes [ST and T segment ratio]



* ST segment < T segment (X axis); normal ratio; no secondary T wave inversion.
* The ST segment data is close to normal range (smaller than T segment).



* ST segment < T segment (X axis); normal ratio; ventricular part removed
/ repolarization is normal.

* The normal ratio of time course value is 1/2 ~ 1/3, the younger the 
individual, the greater the ratio difference.  This is a direct reflection of 
the health of the myocardium cells’ electric conductivity. 



* ST segment < T segment (X axis); normal ratio. 
* Some heartbeats lack SAN activation signal, also PVC’s.
* P3, 9, 10 are all sinusoidal pacing beats.  

All heartbeats are inverted T waves.  



Primary T Wave Inversion
• ST segment < T segment (X axis); normal ratio.  
• Abnormal P-R interval; HV interval block.



* Data ratio ST segment < T segment.  Considered as one of the primary T wave inversion conditions.
* Q-T is normal.   T-Q is abnormal.   P-J interval is abnormal.   Condition for primary T wave

inversion present.
* Atrial  HV interval data value extension abnormality.  Bundle of His-BB-Ventricle interval is abnormal. 
* QRS complex, QRS segment, and QR/RS ventricle are normal.
* In Atrium, the P-J interval data is abnormal; Atrial abnormality.

All parameters displayed indicate that the origin of T wave inversion resides in the Atria.  



ST segment > T segment (Data ratio change)
J point shift or concealed in wide QRS complex
(ST segment < T segment)
Inverted T Wave amplitude differs
Often accompanied by abnormal widening of the HV 
interval (Purkinje’s Fibers initial site)
ST segment and T wave elevating branch fusion
(ST segment disappearance)
ST segment:  concave arc shape 
(Purkinje’s Fibers terminal site)
Tombstone-like bulge in the ST section 
(ST Segment Elevation)
ST-T is both positive and negative 
(Purkinje’s Fibers terminal site)



* ST segment > T segment ratio anomaly. 
Respectively:  143 > 133, 143 > 113, 144 > 120 (ms).

* PA, AH, HV interval data all normal. 

Male, 59 years old.
CAG confirmed:  LAD 80%, RCA 90%, LCx 80% stenosis.



* ST segment > T segment.  Abnormal ratio.
Respectively:  190 > 96, 186 > 96, 190 > 96 (ms).

* The amplitude of the inverted T wave is very shallow.
* The HV interval is abnormal; data value is outside the normal range.
** This type of case gets confused with HV block in the Clinical environment often.

Female, 69 years old.
CAG confirmed:  LCx 90%, RCA 90% stenosis..



ST segment > T segment.  Abnormal ratio
Respectively:  187 > 81, 178 > 152, 177 > 152 (ms).

The ST segment data is increased, and the T segment data is reduced.

Male, 48 years old.
CAG confirmed: LAD 100%, RCA 70% stenosis.



* ST segment > T segment.  Abnormal ratio
Respectively:  158 > 118, 205 > 78, 207 > 81 (ms).

* The ST:T data value of the 2nd & 3rd heartbeat is a completely inverted quantized value.
* HV interval is extended.  Data is abnormal. 

Male, 70 years old.
CAG confirmed:  LAD 90%, RCA 80%, LCx 70% stenosis.



This is a common type of T wave inversion:  ST segment disappears. 
T wave elevates up and fuses.  ST segment > T segment
Respectively:  190 > 100, 188 > 100, 188 > 102 (ms).
* Anomaly:  Atrial PA, AH, HV interval data were normal.

Male, 65 years old.
CAG confirmed:  LAD 90%, LCx 90% stenosis.



Secondary T Wave Inversion
*   This is a common type of T wave inversion:

ST segment disappears and the T wave elevates up and fuses.
*   ST segment > T segment, Respectively:  207 > 84, 207 > 84 (ms); complete inverse ratio.
*   Atrial PA, AH, HV data values are normal.

Female, 62 years old.
CAG confirmed: LAD 80%, LCx 90% stenosis.



ST > T (X-axis); the data ratio is abnormal.  
ST segment morphology is completely inverted.
ST segment inverts, corrects itself, then inverts again.

Male, 49 years old.
CAG confirmed: LAD 100%, RCA 90%, LCx 80% stenosis.



ST > T (X-axis).  Data ratio is completely reversed.  
ST segment morphology is inverted.
ST segment wavelets grow wider according to severity of the condition.  
This relationship is the direct inverse in the T segment. 

Female, 69 years old.
CAG confirmed:  LAD 90%, RCA 70% stenosis.



Secondary T Wave Inversion
* ST and T (X-axis) vary in shape, are unstable, and the ST segment slope is reversed 

and inverted with the T wave elevating branch.

Female, 49 years old.
CAG confirmed:  LAD 80%, RCA 70% stenosis.



Secondary T Wave Inversion
• ST > T (X-axis), data ratio is abnormal.  ST segment slope reversed.
• ST segment much larger than the T segment time duration.

Male, 69 years old.
CAG confirmed:  LCx 90%, RCA 100% stenosis





This image is easily misdiagnosed in traditional EKG’s because it resembles the right 
bundle branch block RBBB.
Traditional EKG’s do not show exactly what signals are involved in an unusually wide 
QRS complex.
The new EKG can see that the PA/AH/HV data is normal, the bundle branch wave exists, 
and the J-Point drops very severely.  

Male, 75 years old.
CAG confirmed: LAD 80%, RCA 90%, LCx 90% stenosis.



Invasive Atrial data PA/AH/HV interval is normal.
Although ST < T (X-axis) normal ratio, J-Point drop shift (0.9mm). 
Wide QRS complex; J-Point can be seen buried in QRS. 

Female, 55 years old.
CAG confirmed: LAD 90%, LCx 90% stenosis.





There is no discernible difference between the images of the two different ECG’s. If the new 
ECG’s wavelets disappear, this indicates an abnormality.
The fourth heartbeat still exists in the atrial part of the wavelet.  The abnormal part is deemed to 
be in the ventricular muscle.
If the waveform disappears in the new EKG, then the image is abnormal. 

Male, 48 years old.
CAG confirmed: LAD 100%, RCA 90%, LCx 90% stenosis.  



Image displayed is a traditional EKG with a back arched inversion, of which specific data cannot 
be measured.  
The new EKG can visualize the notch and ST wavelets in a wide QRS complex; they can also be 
measured accurately.
The new EKG can be measured at the J-Point to achieve precise medical care for cardiac 
electrophysiology. 

Male, 63 years old.
CAG confirmed: LAD 90%, RCA 90%, LCx 90% stenosis.



Thank You For 
Your Time
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